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Abstract Argumentation is fundamental for many learning assignments, ranging from
primary school to university and beyond. Computer-supported argument scaffolds can
facilitate argumentative discourse along with concomitant interactive discussions among
learners in a group (i.e., first-order argument scaffolding). However, there is no evidence,
and hence no knowledge, of whether such argument scaffolds can help students acquire
argumentation competence that can be transferred by the students themselves to various
similar learning tasks (i.e., second-order argument scaffolding). Therefore, this concep-
tual article argues that the focus of argument scaffold design and research should be
expanded: from the study of first-order scaffolding alone to including the study of
second-order scaffolding as well. On the basis of the Script Theory of Guidance (SToG),
this paper presents a guideline for second-order argument scaffolding using diagnosis of
the student’s internal argumentative script and offering adaptive external support and
various fading mechanisms. It also explains how to complement adaptive fading support
with peer assessment, automatic response tools, and adaptable self-assessment to ensure
that learners actually understand, learn, and apply targeted argumentation activities in
similar situations.
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Introduction
Research on scaffolding Collaborative Argumentation-Based Learning (CABLe) has
been influenced by developments in educational technologies focusing on the role of
computer support systems (see Scheuer et al. 2010; Noroozi et al. 2012 for an overview).
With CABLe, students exchange views and arguments, negotiate meaning, and
(co-)construct knowledge on the issue at hand. A meta-analysis review by Wecker and
Fischer (2014) showed that computer-supported argument scaffolds are successful with
respect to their most proximal goal of enhancing argumentation in the particular learning
task. However, against the broadly shared theoretical assumption, this meta-analysis also
showed that argumentation does not mediate the effects of interventions on domain-
specific knowledge acquisition (Wecker and Fischer 2014). This is striking because—
analogous to what Salomon (1992) argued with respect to the effects of and with
computers—if learners can acquire argumentation competence (i.e., learn how to argue
themselves), it is likely that they also acquire the domain-specific knowledge through
epistemic exchange of ideas and argumentation with their learning partners.
One criticism is that most available computer-supported argument scaffolds are aimed
at stimulating argumentative discourse for learning within a particular task (i.e., to
achieve first-order argument scaffolding), and there is no systematic evidence, and hence
no knowledge, of whether such scaffolds also help learners acquire argumentation
competence for transfer within the same area (i.e., second-order argument scaffolding)
(see Noroozi et al. 2012). The focus of this article is on the various disciplines of natural
sciences (e.g., chemistry, biology, geology, biotechnology, and physics) that contain
many societal and controversial issues. With second-order argument scaffolding, students
should be able to transfer their argumentation competence within the same discipline for
dealing with various complex, ill-defined, and controversial issues in that specific
discipline. The reason for such expected transfer within the same discipline and not
across disciplines and areas is that each discipline has specific shared features of
argumentation structure, discipline’s value, epistemology, argumentation goals, and ter-
minologies (see Andrews 2010; Noroozi et al. 2016; Samraj 2004).
Although the transfer of some aspects of acquired argumentation competence (e.g., learn-
ing to use data to back up hypotheses) can also, to some extent, be applied across different
disciplines of an area (such as from biotechnology to molecular life sciences and vice versa)
and even areas (such as from natural sciences to social sciences and vice versa), it would be an
oversimplification to assume that the transfer of argumentation competence can be accom-
plished in all aspects, because various disciplines have different argumentation rules and goals
(see Andrews 2010; Noroozi et al. 2016; Samraj 2004). For example, argumentation for
CABLe in the area of natural sciences is rather different from the type of competitive
argumentation in law containing ethical or legal argumentation (see Pinkwart et al. 2006,
2007) or argumentation in math in which there actually is a solution that can be proven and not
many things are ill-defined. Therefore, when we talk about the transfer of argumentation
competence, we mean transfer within the same discipline in the area of natural sciences, and
not transfer across disciplines and/or areas.
The process of acquiring argumentation competence differs depending on the learner’s own
individual, already developed, and often idiosyncratic internal script that indicates how a
person will act in, and understand, a particular situation (see Kollar et al., 2007). Fischer
et al. (2013) refer to internal collaboration scripts as configurations of knowledge components
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about a collaboration process. They refer to external scripts as types of support that can activate
existing internal scripts or help create new internal scripts through organizing dispersed,
internally represented elements of knowledge. An external script can be used to induce a
functional configuration of an internal script to be enacted which enables learners to engage in
CABLe practice beyond their ability without an external script (Fischer et al. 2013). The
internal script of each learner develops through repeated learning experiences and guides the
learner in new CABLe situations (see Fischer et al. 2013).
Fischer et al. (2013) developed the Script Theory of Guidance (SToG), which can explain
the interplay of the external and internal scripts during CABLe. Based on the SToG, the
learners’ activities are guided by a (re)configuration of existing internal script components
consisting of play, scenes, roles, and scriptlets. While Fischer et al. (2013) specifically focus on
the SToG for application in Computer-Supported Collaboration Learning (CSCL) settings, this
study applies the SToG for second-order argument scaffolding in CABLe settings. Therefore,
regarding SToG, the emphasis is on argumentation rather than collaboration as such.
According to the SToG, acquiring argumentation competence depends on how external and
internal scripts interplay during CABLe (see Kollar et al. 2007). The optimal presentation of
external scripts may only occur when they trigger an accompanying specific constellation of
internal script components (Fischer et al. 2013), if they exist in the learners, or if they do not
conflict with and are not redundant to them.
Fading external scripts or, in other words, gradually transferring the responsibility for
learning from the learning environment to the learner has been argued to be the most effective
approach to realize an optimal interplay between external and internal scripts (see Kollar et al.
2007; Van Merriënboer and Kirschner 2013). However, fading something that is not under-
stood is not adequate for fostering acquisition and practice of the targeted argumentation
activities. Additional support during the fading is needed if learners are to dynamically
reconfigure their internal script components as a response to changing situations, and to their
individual goals to continue acting in accordance with the strategy suggested by the external
script (Fischer et al. 2013; Wecker and Fischer 2011).
This conceptual paper proposes instructional approaches to complement fading for
internalizing and securing continuous application of the strategy as suggested by external
support. It uses a narrative analysis approach to synthesize and integrate literature on this
topic, with the goal of developing a guideline for the design of second-order argument
scaffolding, and for addressing practical implications and indicating avenues for future
research. After synthesizing the literature, this paper presents a three-step guideline for
the design of second-order argument scaffolding in such a way as to secure acquisition
and continuous application of the argumentation strategies for various similar learning
tasks (i.e., to promote argumentation competence), namely (1) diagnosis of the internal
argumentative script, (2) adaptive external support, and (3) adaptive fading of this
external support. Specifically, this paper describes mechanisms in which automated
analysis techniques can be used to recognize the internal scripts of both individuals
and groups of learners and their learning processes for providing dynamic support and
adaptive fading. Next, it explains how artificial intelligence and computer-linguistic tools
can be combined to provide learners with dynamic support and adaptive fading depend-
ing on argumentative discourse. Then, it explains how to complement adaptive fading
support with peer assessment, automatic response tools, and (adaptable) self-assessment
to ensure that learners actually understand and learn the targeted argumentative activities
for transfer in similar situations. Finally, it formulates an agenda for future research.
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Collaborative Argumentation-Based Learning
In social constructivist paradigms for learning, students are supposed to engage in argumen-
tation with learning partners, negotiate meaning, and understand multiple perspectives of
issues at stake for co-constructing knowledge and solving tasks. Students need to express
their informed opinions on what they think, what they mean, what they believe, and what they
need from their peers so as to resolve differences of opinion on the issue at stake and solve
task-related problems that confront them (see Kirschner et al. 2003).
Argumentation is a vehicle for collaborative learning processes such as knowledge co-
construction and meaning making (see Baker 2003). This is known as CABLe in which
argumentation is used by learning partners as a means to engage in collective exploration of
a dialogical space of solutions (Andriessen 2006). CABLe—otherwise known as argumentative
knowledge construction (see Weinberger and Fischer 2006)—is regarded not only as a dis-
course for changing learners’ conceptions or convincing others through logical and evidence-
based theses but also as a way to present and discuss disagreements and reasoning for
demonstrating truth or falsehood, and to gain understanding of the multiple perspectives of
the issue at stake (see Kirschner et al. 2003). That is why Baker (2009) argues that the point of
CABLe is not necessarily changing learners’ conceptions or beliefs, but rather broadening and
deepening their views and making them more reasoned and reasonable, which will enable them
to understand each other’s point of view. This is an important distinction, because when learners
perceive argumentation as competitive, it is likely that they will merely engage in what
Asterhan and Schwarz (2009) call a Bdebate-type win-lose situation^ as in law (see Pinkwart
et al. 2006, 2007), in which they try to refute their opponents’ views and prove the superiority of
their own arguments. This is more or less similar to a situation where argumentation merely
serves as a means for persuasion or eristic argumentation (Bfighting^). Thus, argumentation can
effectively contribute to learning when it is not used as an adversarial means for competition
during CABLe practice (Andriessen 2006; Asterhan and Schwarz 2009).
Difficulties for Collaborative Argumentation-Based Learning
Despite the presence of argumentation in everyday life and its emphasis on Bwinning^ the
argument, students often struggle to generate, analyze, interpret, and evaluate valid arguments
during CABLe (see Kuhn 1991). Several factors could contribute to the observed difficulties
(see Noroozi et al. 2012 for an overview of these difficulties). Some difficulties have to do with
cognitive, emotional, and social barriers during discourse. For example, while some students
might hold positive epistemic emotions (being curious or anxious when receiving counterar-
guments), others might be emotional based on their achievements (being proud of their success
or shameful of their failure) during CABLe. Other contributing factors are the complex,
nonlinear, ill-defined nature of argumentation, and the pressure in a real-time situation that
makes it difficult for learners to follow a set of rules and unbending laws on how to construct
arguments and respond to counterarguments. Finally, some students perceive CABLe similar
to argumentation that is used in everyday life situations. In everyday life, argumentation is
often used as a clash of ideas in which the goal is neither learning nor resolution, but rather
Bwinning^ the argument. A variety of approaches has been introduced to cope with complex-
ities and difficulties for CABLe. The most prominent approach is the use of computer support
systems for CABLe.
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Computer Support Systems for Collaborative Argumentation-Based
Learning
There are computer support systems for collaborative argumentation which assist sharing,
constructing, and representing arguments to support learning, and which also lighten some of
the responsibilities of teachers in terms of time pressure and availability. Such systems provide
tools for collaborative development of arguments and argumentation schemas and possibly
also for checking the consistency/inconsistency between arguers and their arguments (see
Kirschner et al. 2003; Scheuer et al. 2010; Noroozi et al. 2012 for an overview).
Computer support systems can scaffold critical discourse and argumentation processes in a
number of ways, for example through representational guidance tools, digital dialogue games
as well as macro- and micro-scripting approaches. The underlying rationale for representa-
tional guidance tools is to provide learners with graphical representation of the structure of
argumentation to support argumentation processes in the form of schematic representation
(Schwarz and De Groot 2007), tables (Suthers and Hundhausen 2003), or visualizations
(Noroozi et al. 2011; Scheuer et al. 2013). The underlying rationale for digital dialogue games
is based on the dialogic dimension of argumentation that guides students towards desirable
argumentative moves and sequences (see Ravenscroft 2007, 2011 for an overview) such as
CoLLeGE (e.g., Ravenscroft and Pilkington 2000), AcademicTalk (e.g., McAlister et al. 2004),
and InterLoc (e.g., Ravenscroft and McAlister 2006). Macro-scripting provides learners with
predefined roles and activities that can stimulate argumentative discourse activities such as
assigning and rotating roles (see De Wever et al. 2007; Schellens et al. 2007). The underlying
purpose for using micro-scripting is to help learners follow a desired mode of interaction and
argumentation using explicit guidelines for learners to clarify what, when, and by whom
certain activities need to be executed during CABLe; examples of these activities are prompts
(Baker and Lund 1997), sentence openers (McAlister et al. 2004), or question stems (Ge and
Land 2004). To conclude, macro-scripts might be regarded as scripts that provide support at
the scene, and also the role components of the SToG, without any further guidance at the
scriptlet (activity) level. Micro-scripts might be regarded as scripts that provide support for
components of the SToG specifically for the provision of guidance at the scriptlet level.
Although most of these scaffolds have been successful on their proximal intended outcomes
(first-order argument scaffolding), this does not necessarily mean that they achieved second-
order argument scaffolding (acquiring argumentation for transfer to similar situations). Even if
students learn about the criteria for assessing and evaluating the quality of argumentation in
such systems, they may still have difficulties applying these argumentation criteria in similar
tasks. That is why, in a study by Noroozi et al. (2013), learners were found to score high on
construction of a single argument, yet they were not able to put that into practice in a new
comparable case. Therefore, additional support is needed if students are to acquire argumen-
tation competence (second-order scaffolding) for carrying out corresponding domain-specific
tasks (first-order scaffolding) in similar situations. Below, the nature and conditions of the first-
and second-order argument scaffolding are described.
First- and Second-Order Argument Scaffolding
Van Merriënboer and Kirschner (2013), in their book Ten Steps to Complex Learning,
argue that there are two types of scaffolds for learning in educational settings, namely
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first-order and second-order scaffolds. They explain that while first-order (i.e., regular)
scaffolding refers to providing support and guidance for the acquisition and performance
of domain-specific complex skills, second-order scaffolding provides support and guid-
ance for self-directed learning.
The first-order scaffolding approach can be used for situations in which learners need to
perform recurrent and routine aspects of learning tasks in order to master a complex cognitive
skill within the domain being taught. For example, a medical teacher can use a variety of
available methods, such as workshops, skills-lab exercises, drill-and-practice programs or
intelligent electronic agents, to teach lifesaving skills (e.g., mouth-to-mouth resuscitation,
intubation, external cardiac massage) to medical students (Van Merriënboer and Kirschner
2013). With regard to argumentation learning, this is analogous to a class situation in which
scaffolding is used as a means to stimulate argumentative discourse activities among students
with the aim of learning domain-specific knowledge or complex skill aspects of a learning task
such as the pros and cons of energy conservation. For first-order scaffolding, the control over
task practice and responsibilities is shared between the learner and the teacher. A tutor or a
pedagogical agent in a computer program can also take on the role of the teacher. The teacher
is responsible for designing and selecting the tasks and also providing advice on how to
effectively practice tasks. Learners are responsible for identifying routines that may be helpful
for improving their whole task performance and finding opportunities for practicing tasks (Van
Merriënboer and Kirschner 2013).
There are also situations in which scaffolds target not only acquisition of a complex
cognitive skill but also development of self-directed learning that will help learners become
competent professionals who can handle comparable tasks and continue learning in their future
professions (Van Merriënboer and Kirschner 2013). Such scaffolds, which aim at both
teaching a particular complex cognitive skill and stimulating the development of self-
directed learning, are called second-order scaffolding. For example, a teacher may first
regularly meet with students to discuss the problem and selection of the learning task, then
gradually reduce the number of coaching meetings, and finally let learners schedule such
meetings only if necessary (Van Merriënboer and Kirschner 2013). This way the teacher not
only supports the learners with specific routines and recurrent aspects of the learning task
(especially at the early stage) but also promotes self-directed learning by allowing learners to
select their own learning task. With regard to argumentation learning, this is analogous to a
class situation in which scaffolding is used as a means to teach learners to acquire the
argumentation competence not only for learning the current complex cognitive issue at hand
(i.e., within the domain being taught) but also for applying such competence in comparable
tasks in the future.
This paper argues that second-order argument scaffolding should be given priority above
first-order scaffolding in class situations in which students have to deal with complex and
authentic problems on a frequent basis, such as in the area of the natural sciences. The rationale
for this is that, if the learners acquire argumentation in such a way as to self-direct it for
application in similar situations, it is likely that they also acquire the complex cognitive skills
by engaging in epistemic and argumentative activities with learning partners (see Andriessen
2006). In other words, second-order argument scaffolding is assumed to include first-order
argument scaffolding. In this view, argumentation can be used as an epistemic activity in
which learning partners learn how to express and exchange their ideas in order to gain and
construct knowledge, correct false viewpoints, refine and modify claims, and eliminate their
misunderstandings and misconceptions about issues at stake (Andriessen 2006).
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To sum up, first-order argument scaffolding refers to providing support for students to
engage in desirable modes of argumentation during CABLe for the acquisition and perfor-
mance of the particular domain-specific knowledge or skill. This, however, does not imply that
when the first-order argument scaffolding is achieved, students would be able to engage in
desirable modes of argumentation during CABLe once the support is no longer present.
Second-order argument scaffolding refers to providing support for students during CABLe
to acquire argumentation competence that can be transferred to similar situations (self-directed
learning). This implies that when the second-order argument scaffolding is achieved, students
would be able to engage in desirable modes of argumentation during CABLe even once the
support is no longer present.
It is worth mentioning that argumentation competence is not only the knowledge and
the skills of argumentation but also students’ attitude and willingness to apply them to
the case under discussion when the situation calls for it (see Rapanta et al. 2013). For
second-order argument scaffolding, various elements of argumentation competence, such
as knowledge, skill, and attitude, should be taken into consideration. For first-order
argument scaffolding, students do not need to be fully competent in argumentation
because they constantly receive support and guidance for engaging in desirable modes
of interaction and argumentation during CABLe. This support is always available during
the discourse because argumentation is used as a means for engaging students in
desirable modes of argumentation during CABLe, for promoting domain-specific knowl-
edge or skill, and not acquiring the argumentation competence itself.
The challenge for educational designers and researchers is thus how to design and imple-
ment tools for second-order argument scaffolding that can also facilitate the acquisition of first-
order scaffolding. Second-order argument scaffolding, however, is not at all easy for educa-
tional designers and teachers, since internal argumentative scripts may vary among individuals
and are not fixed in different situations. Even though there are some basic script components in
each culture that are shared and that allow for successful social interaction, for any specific
CABLe situation, learners may have available different sets of plays, scenes, scriptlets, and
roles that might be applied (see Fischer et al. 2013). Below, we explain that computer support
systems for CABLe should take learners’ internal scripts into account if they aim to achieve
second-order argument scaffolding.
The Interplay Between Internal and External Scripts
An internal script (i.e., prior procedural knowledge) is a set of knowledge and strategies that
determines how a person will understand and act in particular situations, such as in argumen-
tative situations (Kollar et al. 2006, 2007). For each individual, this procedural knowledge is
structured in the form of cognitive scripts based on repeated prior experiences within argu-
mentation situations. The internal script of each individual learner could be developed through
learning by doing. In contrast, external scripts are embedded not in learners’ cognitive system
but in their external surroundings, with the aim of providing learners with guidelines for
desirable or undesirable actions.
An external argumentation script (as a type of an external collaboration script; Fischer et al.
2013, p. 56) Bis a configuration of representations (e.g., textual or graphical) of a[n argumen-
tation] practice and its parts . . . . The external [argumentation] script is presented to a group of
learners by an external source (e.g., a teacher or a website interface) as a means to guide their
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[argumentative] activities.^ External scripts are likely either to guide learners in accomplishing
the task or to be gradually internalized (i.e., faded over time; Kollar et al. 2007). The first
approach aims to help learners accomplish domain-specific argumentation tasks by being
continuously accessible in the learning environment. This has been termed Bdistributed
intelligence approaches to scripting^ or Btools for living^ (see Stegmann et al. 2007; Pea
2004). Such scripts Bprovide learners with a scaffold to enable them to participate in high-
quality argumentation beyond their current level of competence and construct knowledge on
argumentation that is distributed by the script^ (Stegmann et al. 2007, p. 422). An example of
tools for living is the sentence openers for promoting students’ sentence construction, interac-
tion, reasoning, and argumentative dialogue processes/practices (see Noroozi et al. 2013). The
second approach uses external aids for better understanding complex domain-general concepts
or processes, which persuades learners to utilize learned competence with external support
withdrawn through fading mechanisms. This has been termed Bscaffolding approaches to
scripting^ or Btools for learning^ (see Stegmann et al. 2007; Pea 2004). An example of this is a
script for the construction of a sound single argument, or a script for engaging in argumen-
tation sequences (see Kollar et al. 2007). Tools for learning can be regarded as tools for living
if learners lack the capability to internalize external scripts: in that case, external support
cannot be gradually withdrawn through fading mechanisms (Carmien et al. 2007).
Scientific evidence suggests that the optimal learning scenario—in this case acquiring
argumentation competence—depends on the interplay between external and internal scripts
(see Kollar et al. 2007). The external script may interfere with the internal script when it targets
previously developed internal script components that do not need further scaffolding, or targets
them in a way that conflicts with how the person already effectively works. As a result,
processing these unneeded or interferential/conflicting scaffolds not only may cause unneces-
sary cognitive load but may also prevent developing higher-level internal script components by
taking away learners’ self-regulation (see Fischer et al. 2013; Wecker and Fischer 2011).
This may happen when the internal script is of a high level and the external script is
redundant (i.e., in terms of cognitive load), which is comparable to the expertise reversal
effect where excessive instructional support not only does not lead to learning, but is also
detrimental for experienced learners (see Kalyuga et al. 2003; Van Gog et al. 2005b). A
way around this problem is to diminish support and guidance before it conflicts with
already available cognitive schemes of the learners (Van Merriënboer and Kirschner
2013). Therefore, acquiring argumentation is best served when external instructional
scaffolds are adjusted to learners’ individual internal scripts. This can be seen as an
application of the theory of Bcontingent tutoring^ (Wood and Wood 1999) for acquiring
argumentation competence. If no need is diagnosed, no support is provided, and the more
a learner progresses, the less support is provided. The following section describes how to
diagnose a learner’s internal argumentative script and how to trigger it with external
support to promote second-order argument scaffolding.
Determining the Learner’s Internal Argumentative Script
The first step for designing instruction for acquiring argumentation competence is determining
the learner’s internal argumentative script, though there is no consensus among scholars on
how to determine it. Stegmann et al. (2007), for example, used a performance test to diagnose
the learner’s current level of argumentation competence. They determined argumentation
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competence by giving learners the task of writing an individual analysis of a real problem prior
to collaborative argumentation. The individual analyses were then segmented into proposi-
tional units and coded with respect to two aspects of argumentation, namely constructing
single arguments and constructing argumentation sequences. Assessment of construction of
single arguments for each learner was based upon the sum of the supported and/or qualified
claims in the text. Assessment of construction of argumentation sequences for each learner was
based upon the number of transitions between the message types (argument, counterargument,
or integration). Kollar et al. (2007), on the other hand, analyzed the responses of learners who
were given a fictitious discourse excerpt about a science topic and were then required to
identify good arguments (e.g., those accompanied by reasons or argumentative sequences that
were adequate) and poor arguments (e.g., those lacking reasons or argumentative sequences
that were too short). A median score was calculated to classify learners, depending on their
responses, as having either a low- or high-quality internal script. Noroozi et al. (2013) used a
combination of both methods to determine the internal argumentative scripts of individual
learners. As a performance test, learners were given argumentative texts and asked to identify
the Bcomplete^ and Bincomplete^ explicit arguments. They were asked to back up their
choices with explanations and arguments. Complete arguments contained all components of
the simplified Toulmin model (i.e., claim, ground, and qualifier), while incomplete arguments
lacked at least one of the components. Construction of single arguments for each learner was
determined based upon the number of correct identifications of complete and incomplete
argumentative texts as well as their reasonable explanations of the choices made. Learners
were also asked to identify Bgood^ and Bpoor^ argumentation in a fictitious discourse. Good
argumentative texts contained all components of the Leitão model (i.e., argument, counterar-
gument, integration), whereas poor argumentative texts lacked at least one of those compo-
nents (e.g., too short, nonsequential, and/or unsupported arguments). The result of this test was
used as the criterion for formal quality of single arguments for each individual learner. For both
tests, students were asked to back up their choices with explanations and arguments. The
quality of construction of argumentation sequences for each learner was determined based
upon the number of correct identifications of poor and good argumentations as well as their
reasonable explanations of the choices made. Noroozi et al. (2013) also used the same
technique as Stegmann et al. (2007) to measure internal argumentative scripts of individual
learners. The learners’ analyses were segmented into propositional units and coded with
respect to constructing single arguments and constructing argumentation sequences.
It is questionable, however, whether either performance tests or analyses prior to actual
collaborative argumentation are reliable indicators of an individual’s internal argumentative
script. First, determining the learner’s individual internal argumentative script is not really a
reliable measure of the script needed for understanding and acting in argumentative situations.
Argument construction, moves, and sequences can be different when learners actually engage
in argumentation than when they are in individually performed tests. Because of this, Kollar
et al. (2007) also used participants’ actual behavior to assess internal scripts. Depending on the
nature of collaborative discourse, group members may employ strategies that enhance the
group product but are not necessarily the same as what they do individually (Prichard et al.
2006; Weinberger and Fischer 2006). Second, learners may have solo argumentation compe-
tence that they might not be able to apply when arguing with others. Stegmann et al. (2007,
2012), Kollar et al. (2007), and Noroozi et al. (2013) all found that, although individual
learners could construct good single arguments, they were not always able to apply this in a
comparable collaborative problem-solving task. Therefore, it is also necessary to use actual
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discourse activities to reliably measure a person’s internal script for collaborative argumenta-
tion (see also Andrew and McMullen 2000).
Scheuer et al. (2012) classified available automated analysis techniques to this effect
into four categories, namely syntactical analysis, problem-specific analysis, reasoning
analysis, and collaborative filtering analysis. The description, functionalities, and appli-
cations of each of these techniques are presented in detail in Scheuer et al. (2012). With the
advancement of artificial intelligence systems and analysis techniques, it is possible to
design natural language and computational processing systems to detect the internal
argumentative scripts of learners while they are engaging in CABLe. For example,
educational technology such as ARGUNAUT (McLaren et al. 2010), TagHelper (Rosé
et al. 2008), Rashi (Dragon et al. 2006), Belvédère (Suthers 2003), and LARGO (Pinkwart
et al. 2009) have used artificial intelligence and language content analysis techniques to
automatically analyze student argumentation moves and structures (see also Noroozi and
McAlister 2017). In addition to analysis of individual argumentation, Mu et al. (2012)
successfully implemented natural language processing (NLP) technologies to code and
analyze micro-argumentation dimension of the discourse prior to a learning phase.
This paper specifically presents guidelines on how to determine a student’s internal
argumentative script according to the SToG. Knowledge about a CABLe practice, based on
SToG, consists of a set of somewhat hierarchical components including plays, scenes,
scriptlets, and roles (Fischer et al. 2013). The play component has to do with knowledge
about the type of so-called story that participants are involved in. This could be knowledge and
expectations about the sequences of activities, scenes, and roles. For example, for CABLe, a
learner’s internal script may include a play for engaging in collaborative argumentation or
collaborative problem-solving in a specific situation. The scene component has to do with
knowledge about situations that may follow each other within the play. For example, during
CABLe, a possible scene could be the initial individual idea generation by different learners or
the joint development of a solution for the issue at stake (Fischer et al. 2013; Kollar et al. 2014;
Vogel et al. 2016).
The role component has to do with knowledge about single activities across the different
scenes of the play as distributed among the members of the group. For example, during
CABLe, a possible role for a play is the role of Blearner.^ During CABLe in a dyad, for
example, both learners have the role Blearner^ that interacts with the scene components. Even
though the role is kept the same for the two learners through the whole play, the scenes in the
play could be different. For example, in scene 1, learner A provides an analysis of the case
(analyzer) and learner B responds to this analysis by providing critique (criticizer), but in the
next scene, learner B provides an analysis and learner A provides critique. As the learners keep
the same role throughout the entire play, they follow a sequence of different scenes within the
play that activate different scriptlets. And finally, the most subordinate component level, the
scriptlet, has to do with knowledge and expectations about the type of activities that can occur
within particular scenes. For example, in a particular scene, for responding to analysis, a
learner’s internal script may include scriptlets suggesting to first read the analysis of the
learning partner, to evaluate the analysis, and then provide counterarguments to that analysis
(see Fischer et al. 2013; Kollar et al. 2014). Detailed information on the SToG with examples
from a range of different studies can be found in Fischer et al. (2013), Kirschner and Erkens
(2013), Kollar et al. (2014), and Vogel et al. (2016).
There are two other possible ways to measure internal scripts. The first approach is
primarily good for research purposes and involves cued retrospective recall, a technique often
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used in eye-tracking research (Eger et al. 2007; Van Gog et al. 2005a). Based upon the
arguments given, this technique involves traditional retrospective reporting and cueing based
upon the persons own actions. According to Van Gog et al. (2005b), B[I]n cued retrospective
reporting, participants are instructed to report retrospectively on the basis of a record of
observations or intermediate products of their problem-solving process, which they are shown
to cue their memories of this process. This is known to lead to better results because of less
forgetting and/or fabricating of thoughts than plain retrospective reporting (Van Someren et al.
1994). More important…cued retrospective reporting based on a cue that shows participants’
actions might lead to more actions being reported, without losing the retrospective nature and
its associated information types.^ (p. 238).
In this way, the researchers can gain insight into the underlying internal scripts used by the
respondents. The second approach involves a two-step expert modeling procedure similar to
Jarodzka et al.’s eye movement modeling examples known as EMMEs (see Jarodzka et al.
2010; Van Gog et al. 2009). In this approach, first expert argumentation schemas are collected,
here with respect to the argumentation used in a specific case. These expert schemas are then
studied and discussed retrospectively with the experts much in the same way as this is done in
expert visualization studies. In EMME research, videos of experts carrying out a problem
solving task are seen as models of how the task should be carried out. Rather than simply
making use of an expert’s natural performance on these tasks, the expert is asked to recreate
her/his behavior didactically, that is, to imagine explaining to someone who knows little of the
process and telling her/him what the argumentation used was based upon and deliberately
doing it. These expert argumentation schemata would then be used as baseline for real-time
comparison with the schema used by the novice. In this way, it would be possible to measure
the (development) of the novice’s internal script.
Below, we explain how to use adaptive external support by taking into account learners’
internal scripts in order to scaffold second-order argumentation competence.
Adaptive External Support for Collaborative Argumentation-Based
Learning
The second step for aiding in acquiring argumentation competence is providing adaptive
external support at the individual and the group level based on the components of the internal
scripts determined during CABLe, as external scripts will only be effective when they trigger
the accompanying specific collection of internal script components (Fischer et al. 2013). Two
different types of scripts can be distinguished.
One script type deals with recurrent aspects of a situation that can be generalized to other
situations and thus can be presented as an instruction prior to a class or task of argumentation
(see Van Merriënboer and Kirschner 2013). This type of script typically includes the rules of
argumentation designed as an expert model based on the desirable structure of the argument
patterns (see Scheuer et al. 2012). The main purpose of such scripts is to target aspects of
argumentation that are almost always present, such as that a claim must always be backed up
with evidence. As discussed, for various reasons (e.g., pressure in a real-time situation and the
ill-defined nature of argumentation; social, emotional, and individual perception of argumen-
tation; the dynamic nature of collaborative argumentation), even when the rules are given prior
to a class or task, learners might still follow different patterns of argumentation during actual
discourse. In this case, automated analysis would be necessary during actual discourse to
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detect rule violations. Feedback authoring tools could then alert students when a violation of
the valid argumentation model was found (e.g., Here you don’t back up your claim. How can
you solve this?).
The other script type deals with nonrecurrent situation-specific aspects (Kester et al. 2001;
Van Merriënboer and Kirschner 2013) that are not typically repeated regularly during CABLe
(e.g., Here your opponent just used the logical inverse of the original statement. Is this
allowable?). Such aspects may just happen once during the discourse and therefore are called
Bnonrecurrent situation-specific aspects.^
As discussed, according to the SToG, each learner’s particular activity during CABLe is
guided through a (re)configuration of existing internal script components including play,
scenes, roles, and scriptlets. In line with the SToG, we provide some examples below of
how feedback authoring tools can offer adaptive support based on the components of the
determined internal scripts during CABLe.
Application of the Script Theory of Guidance for Realization of Adaptive External
Support for Collaborative Argumentation-Based Learning In this section, based on the
SToG, we specifically focus on the typology of different types of external support (instruction)
that can be adapted to different kinds of configurations on the internal script side. Based on the
SToG, which assumes its components to be flexible and interactive, when a learner has
selected a certain play in a given situation (such as collaborative argumentation or collabora-
tive problem-solving), this Bselected^ play yields expectations about the phases of the CABLe
situation (i.e., the knowledge of which is stored in Bscenes^), and the selection of a particular
scene yields expectations about activities that are likely to be shown by different actors in the
play (i.e., the scriptlet and the role components). When one single activity for which knowl-
edge can be represented in a scriptlet is missing during CABLe (e.g., the learner does not
provide warrants to claims), this could be a sign that a certain internal script component is
lacking in the learner’s repertoire (i.e., the learner does not know that a claim needs to be
warranted or does not know how to provide warrants to claims), or that a functional play in the
learner’s repertoire is not yet enacted.
When a single activity for which knowledge can be represented in a scriptlet is
repeatedly missing in a certain play, then possible assumptions are that the scriptlet is
just not associated with the play or the scriptlet is not at the learner’s disposal. So, even
though the learner might be capable of describing or enacting that activity, that activity
might not be demonstrated during learning. In such a case, a reminder could help the
learner to enact that activity. Another assumption is that a certain scriptlet is repeatedly
missing in a certain play because a certain internal play might not be in the repertoire of
the learner. In such a case, a direct instruction by the feedback authoring tool is likely to
work better than a reminder instruction. When a certain internal script component is not
part of the learner’s repertoire (i.e., a lack of knowledge about the particular scriptlet is
observable or discernible), adaptive support would mean that Bdirect instruction^ will
need to be given explaining how this activity is to be enacted (e.g., Here you don’t
provide warrants for your claim. Warrants are the underlying assumptions that connect
your data to your claim. You need to provide one or more for your claim). When a single
activity for which knowledge can be represented in a scriptlet is sometimes available and
sometimes missing in a certain play, then we can assume that a certain internal script is
in the repertoire of the learner but that it is sometimes not enacted (for whatever reasons:
group pressure, focusing on task completion, situational, relational, cognitive, emotional,
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and social barriers during CABLe, etc.). Therefore, in such a case when the play is part
of the repertoire of the learner but not enacted, a reminder instruction (e.g., Here you
forgot to provide warrant(s) for your claim. How can you solve this?) by the authoring
tool would work better than a direct instruction. For this situation, adaptive support
would mean that the learner will need only to be pointed to this Bsuboptimal^ selection
of the scriptlet that is associated with the play.
Such direct and reminder instructions can be realized for several other nonenacted internal
script components during CABLe, such as the situation when a certain scriptlet is missing with
regard to providing grounded and qualified claims, responding to counterarguments, generat-
ing multiple arguments, analyzing, integrating, and extending the arguments, and/or engaging
in transactive argumentation (see Noroozi et al. 2012 for a list of CABLe activities). Since
CABLe also includes group activities, the reminder and direct instruction can sometimes be
given to all members of a learning group at the same time rather than only to individual
members of a group. This is the case when most or all group members have a dysfunctional
play or lack of knowledge, for example of how to build reasoning on the reasoning of other
group members during CABLe (see Teasley 1997). In such a case, a direct instruction that can
be sent to all group members could be a message that they need to engage in high-level
transactive argumentation during CABLe An example of a reminder instruction here could be
a message that just alerts members of a group to build on the reasoning of others group
members (e.g., Did you forget to integrate one another’s arguments?).
When a functional play is in a learner’s repertoire and is adequately enacted during CABLe
(i.e., a certain expected scriptlet is observed), it might be beneficial to receive a reminder
instruction with positive feedback indicating that the learner is doing it right. For example,
when a learner provides grounded claims a couple of times during CABLe, the feedback
authoring tool can send a positive message indicating that the learner has adequately grounded
claims according to the rules of argumentation (e.g., Good job with providing grounded
claims). This would encourage the individual learner always to provide grounded claims.
These types of positive feedback could not only be given to individual learners but also to the
members of a learning group at the same time when they engage in fruitful CABLe, such as
engaging in transactive collaborative argumentation according to the rules of argumentation
(e.g., Good job with building on the reasoning of one another’s contributions). Of course, such
reminders for positive feedback should not be overused: such prompts, if used too frequently,
might distract students from engaging in actual CABLe.
One challenge for the realization of adaptive scripting on the basis of the SToG is how
to clarify whether the lack of a certain scriptlet component is due to (a) the lack of a
certain internal script component which is not part of the learner’s repertoire or (b) a
functional play that is in the repertoire of the learner yet not enacted. In such a case, our
suggestion is to rely on the continuous assessments of the performance of the learner
during CABLe (e.g., with the aid of the authoring tool) that are diagnosed by the
underlying system algorithms. When a certain scriptlet is repeatedly missing in a certain
play, then we can assume that a certain internal play is not in the repertoire of the learner.
In such a case, a direct instruction by the feedback authoring tool would work better than
a reminder instruction. When a certain scriptlet is sometimes available and sometimes
missing, then we can assume that a certain internal script is partially present in the
repertoire of the learner but that at times, due to situational, motivational, relational, or
other factors, it would not be enacted. In such a case, a reminder instruction by the
authoring tool would work better than a direct instruction.
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In the following section, we explain how to implement adaptive external support by taking
into account the current level of internal argumentative scripts of the individual learners in such
way as to promote the transfer of argumentation in similar situations.
Adaptive Fading of the External Support
The third step for acquiring and applying argumentation competence in similar situations is to
provide learners with adaptive fading of the external support so that they can develop their own
internal argumentative scripts. Providing learners with automatic adaptive feedback alone does
not guarantee successful application of argumentation competence in similar situations when
external support is no longer available. Based on the SToG, the hypothesis is that learners first
need to be supported by adaptive external support to develop their corresponding internal
script components, with repeated application to internalize external support (acquisition), and
then, they need the opportunity to practice and apply their newly developed internal script
components for regulating their activities, to use their internal argumentative script in similar
situations (consolidation). Such adaptive support is particularly effective for learners when the
idiosyncratic approach becomes similar to the external script. Based on this hypothesis, the
process of internalization of scripts can be divided into two steps: acquisition and consolida-
tion. When learners are supported by adaptive external support to acquire corresponding script
components, the results of such internalization of script components can be seen as acquisition.
When learners have already developed an internal script component, the result of the applica-
tion of this internal script component can be seen as consolidation that mostly depends on self-
regulated application of script components. The internalization of the external script and the
further development of one’s own internal script can best be achieved if and when the learner is
aware of the corresponding activities and the underlying reasoning behind the activities
(Fischer et al. 2013); otherwise, it becomes a procedure aiding the student at that moment
and will not be transferred to other relevant situations. When students are aware of the
importance of the external script elements presented through scaffolding, it is more likely that
they will internalize the corresponding script and, in this case, the externalization of scripts
(consolidation) would become easier. Fading external script components is a way to provide
learners with the opportunity to practice their newly developed skills with the aim of regulating
their activities and consolidating their internal scripts.
Fading is an integral part of scaffolding that allows learners to take over control of their
cognitive activities and to initiate and adapt the corresponding learning activities themselves for
acquisition of skills such as argumentation (Wecker and Fischer 2011). Fading instructional
support relies on the position that, when the learner is able to carry out the required action, the
support should be gradually reduced until it is no longer needed (see Van Merriënboer and
Kirschner 2013). Fading is not restricted to one specific pedagogy and has been studied, for
example, with regard to collaborative learning (Bouyias and Demetriadis 2012; Tsovaltzi et al.
2012; Wecker and Fischer 2011), inquiry learning (McNeill et al. 2006), learning for conceptual
change (Biemans and Simons 1996), and worked examples (Renkl and Atkinson 2003; Van Gog
and Rummel 2010). Although scientific evidence demonstrates effectiveness of fading for
learning in some studies (e.g., Renkl et al. 2004; Tsovaltzi et al. 2010), results that are mixed
(e.g., Leutner 2000; McNeill et al. 2006) and even disappointing (e.g., Bouyias and Demetriadis
2012; Wecker et al. 2010) are reported as well. In the following section, we explain these
inconclusive results for various fading instructional scaffolds in CABLe situations.
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Fading Scaffolds for Collaborative Argumentation-Based Learning To date, various
approaches have been used for fading instructional support for CABLe. These approaches
include fading through time control (McNeill et al. 2006), based on learning phase progression
(Lee and Songer 2004), based on number of posted messages (Bouyias and Demetriadis
2012), and based on number of information search strategy clues (e.g., Wecker et al. 2010).
Mixed results have been achieved for these fading scenarios. For example, McNeill et al.
(2006) showed that when support is faded over time, students provide stronger explanations
themselves in terms of their reasoning compared to the continuous support group. On the other
hand, Wecker et al. (2010) found that fading controlled by the number of information searches
during discourse was not successful in terms of internalization of the external script. The
authors attributed this to the fact that fading was not based on actual quality of the discourse
processes. Bouyias and Demetriadis (2012) found that fading controlled by the number of
posted messages during discourse did not yield better acquisition of argumentation compe-
tence than continuous script support or peer-monitoring support. Students in the peer-
monitoring group acquired higher levels of argumentation competence than those in the
continuous script support group. The same was true with regard to domain-specific knowledge
acquisition. In other words, students in the peer-monitoring group outperformed students in the
fading and continuous support groups. Furthermore, in a study by Lee and Songer (2004),
fading that was controlled by the learning progression phase during discourse yielded a lower
quality of reasoning explanations than continuous support. A study by Vogel et al. (2015) also
found that the adaptable argumentation script did not lead to any better outcome than the high-
structured and low-structured scripts during collaborative work on mathematical tasks. How-
ever, in adaptable argumentation script condition, self-regulation skills were a significant
positive predictor for argumentation skills.
Fischer et al. (2013) as well as Wecker and Fischer (2011) do not consider these inconclu-
sive and disappointing results surprising. They argue that fading can be an effective approach
only when the design of components of external support are based on the learners’ internal
script components in such a way as to secure continuous application of the suggested strategy
even after the external script components are faded out. In CABLe, external script components
could be faded to enhance self-regulated learning and to avoid cognitive overload in overly
scripted collaborative tasks, provided that the fading procedure is tuned to the level of internal
script components of the learners (Dillenbourg 2002; Jermann and Dillenbourg 2003). Wecker
and Fischer (2011) argue that fading of the instructional script alone does not automatically
guarantee successful transfer of the learning responsibility and control from the environment to
the learner. This is because learners need to dynamically reconfigure their internal script
components as a response to changing situations, and their individual goals to continue acting
in accordance with the strategy suggested by the external script (see also Fischer et al. 2013).
Therefore, fading itself should be supported by other complementary approaches that can
secure the continuous application of the targeted activities even after the support is faded out.
Complementing Fading for Collaborative Argumentation-Based Learning To date,
only limited approaches have been proposed to complement fading for internalizing and
securing continuous application of CABLe strategies (as suggested by external scripts) by
learners themselves. The most prominent recent approach is the use of adaptive fading (e.g.,
Kumar et al. 2007; Tsovaltzi et al. 2010; Vogel et al. 2015). When the continuous application
of a strategy (as suggested by external instructional support) is guaranteed, adaptation and
adjustment of the strategy through fading is necessary for internalization of the external script
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and enhancement of the internal script development. That is why, in an empirical study by
Tsovaltzi et al. (2010), the conclusion was drawn that adaptive fading in which external script
components are continuously adjusted to the quality of discourse activities can be much more
effective than fixed regimes for the development of learners’ internal script components. As
discussed, adequate and proper diagnosis of the discourse and situation is essential for
realization of adaptive fading.
Although adaptive fading might be a good strategy for fostering acquiring argumentation
competence in the rather short term (e.g., Kumar et al. 2007; Tsovaltzi et al. 2010), there is no
evidence for longer-term effects of adaptive fading on developing an internal script, and for
application of the acquired argumentation competence in similar learning situations. We argue
that, although adaptive fading may foster the transfer of the learning responsibility and control
from the environment to the learner in a particular situation (see Wecker and Fischer 2011), it
alone does not guarantee a successful application of the acquired competence in comparable
situations. There could be a situation in which adaptive fading leads to successful internaliza-
tion of the external script (see Kumar et al. 2007; Tsovaltzi et al. 2010); however, fading
something that is not fully understood or has not fully been learned but is still internalized in a
particular situation cannot be sufficient for fostering independent learner application of the
targeted activities in the long run. We thus need to make sure that adaptive fading targets both
internalization of the external script (i.e., acquisition) and development of the internal script
(i.e., consolidation). To this end, we propose using peer assessment, automatic response
support tools, and (adaptable) self-assessment when using adaptive fading to make sure that
the learners actually understand and learn (i.e., achieve consolidation as well as acquisition) the
targeted activities as suggested by external support.
Peer Assessment Fading Approach (Indirect Feedback) Peer assessment has been
considered as a powerful instructional practice to enhance both students’ motivation and
argumentation quality (Gabelica et al. 2012; Nelson and Schunn 2008). Receiving feedback
from learning peers with the same motivational needs and also giving them feedback in a
reciprocal manner are important aspects of learning processes during CABLe. Peer assessment
provides students with the opportunity to broaden and deepen their thinking and understanding
when they compare their own line of reasoning and arguments with those of others (Nelson
and Schunn 2008; Yang 2010).
Peer assessment can be used as a sort of indirect feedback for adaptive fading to make sure
that learners have actually learned the targeted activities that have been externally supported.
Using feedback from learning partners in a group can be a suitable approach to adjusting
adaptive support and informing learners about their current state and progress. In such an
approach, contributions from learning partners can also be used as input for self-assessment
and reflecting on what contributes to high-quality performance during CABLe. That is likely
to be the reason why, in a study by Wecker and Fischer (2011), fading the external script
fostered acquisition of argumentation, since the argumentation strategy suggested by the
external script was monitored by the learning partner. Peer assessment for adaptive fading
has other advantages as well: for example, it helps students engage in collaborative discourse
by unveiling the disapproval of conflicting arguments (Wecker and Fischer 2011).
Although scientific literature highlights the importance and the features of high-quality peer
assessment for argumentation quality (see Nelson and Schunn 2008; Tsai and Chuang 2013),
peer assessment can be challenging, especially with regard to constructing high-quality
feedback in CABLe settings (see Noroozi et al. 2012). There could be several reasons for
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this. First, peer assessment requires high-level cognitive processing (King 2002), and this may
not happen intrinsically (Kollar and Fischer 2010). Second, there are psychological, emotional,
and social barriers to peer assessment during CABLe that may cause assessment to remain at
the surface level and lack well-founded arguments for promoting critical thinking and deep and
elaborative learning. For example, some students would be reluctant to oppose and disagree
with their learning peers, while others may not appreciate being challenged themselves.
Furthermore, less assertive students may avoid giving critical assessment merely due to the
(negative) competitive and disagreement aspects of the critique (Nussbaum et al. 2008). Last
but not least, not all students fully trust in the competence of their learning peers to evaluate
their work (Kaufman and Schunn 2011). Distrust in the quality of the peer assessment of
learning peers may not only impede learning but also create a negative perception that can
even evoke negative emotional responses and further complications during CABLe (Cheng
et al. 2014). Lack of trust among learning partners can be minimized by using multiple raters
instead of just one, as well as assigning and rotating the roles of students in the group (see Cho
and Schunn 2007). This might reduce the provocation of the negative perceptional and
emotional responses to the feedback, which is a factor that impedes learning (Cheng et al.
2014; Hanrahan and Isaacs 2001; Shute 2008). These challenges point to the need for
additional instructional strategies to complement fading in CABLe settings. Additional
complementing strategies for fading external support is needed in CABLe environments to
fully safeguard effective peer assessment.
Fading Approach Through Automatic Response Support Tools (Direct
Feedback) One approach to coping with challenges inherent to peer assessment for
complementing adaptive fading is to provide direct feedback for adoption of scaffolds
according to the rules of argumentation through automatic response support tools. Such
an approach could diminish the risk of distrust and low-quality peer assessment by the
learning peers. The use of automatic diagnostic tools is an approach to using adaptive
fading to ensure that learners have actually learned the targeted activities as suggested by
external support during CABLe. Such tools can determine to what extent, when, and how
support can be faded during discourse activities. Wecker and Fischer (2011) propose
employing diagnostic tools based on standard methods such as recall measures and
reaction times, or advanced methods such as computer-linguistic tools (Mu et al. 2012)
or script formalization (Hernandez-Leo et al. 2010). The type of support should, how-
ever, be attuned to students’ competence in constructing valid arguments and engaging in
discourse activities according to the rules of argumentation.
(Adaptable) Self-Assessment Fading Approach One approach to coping with challenges
inherent to peer assessment and automatic response support tools for complementing adaptive
support is to give students freedom to control the type and amount of support based on their
self-perceived needs (Vogel et al. 2015); this might be beneficial for their self-regulated
learning (Järvelä and Hadwin 2013) as well. This approach, which can be used for adaptive
fading and ensuring that learners have achieved the targeted argumentation activities, is to let
learners influence the fading process and to switch parts of the support on and off (see Vogel
et al. 2015) according to estimation of their own competence level (Järvelä and Hadwin 2013).
One way to realize such an approach is to provide learners with the opportunity to control
the amount and the timing of support that they would like to receive (i.e., flexible support)
during discourse activities. This means that the support should be adaptable, and given to
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learners when they feel the need for such support. For example, if not sure whether the
provided argument is valid, a learner can check by clicking on the feedback support button
which then automatically checks if the provided argument is valid and, if not, explains why
this is the case. This makes the feedback more adaptable based on the needs of each individual
learner. Furthermore, it prevents frustration and over-scripting since learners can only ask for
feedback when they feel that they need support.
In the scientific literature, there are some critical views that giving students full control over
the amount and the timing of support that they would like to receive during CABLe can be
troublesome. Kirschner and Van Merriënboer (2013), for example, argued that learners
typically lack the capacity to appraise both the demands of the task and their own learning
needs in relation to that task for choosing appropriate instruction and support, resulting in
misregulating their learning, exerting control in a misguided or counterproductive fashion, and
not achieving the desired result. The authors explained that this could be due to the lack of
necessary knowledge and standards by which to monitor and judge their learning state. The
other problem for the learner in the control approach is that learners often choose the learning
activities that they prefer, yet what they prefer is not always what is best for them.
Furthermore, there is a paradox of choice, meaning that the more options learners have to
choose from, the harder and the more frustrating it is to make the choice. Kirschner and Van
Merriënboer (2013) have supported these arguments with a wealth of theoretical and empirical
evidence. Apart from these problems for the learner-in-control approach, the success of
adaptable support depends on learners’ metacognitive skills. In study by Vogel et al. (2015),
it was found that only learners with high levels of self-regulation skills are able to benefit from
the opportunity for adaptable support. This implies that not all learners can benefit equally
from adaptable support (see Vogel et al. 2015).
These concerns about adaptable support have consequences for complementing adaptive
support through an adaptable fading approach for second-order argument scaffolding. It is
therefore important to seek a balance in providing learners with control over the type and
amount of support they receive during CABLe based on their self-perceived needs. Adaptable
support (self-assessment) for the fading approach for students during the CABLe should be
combined with other approaches, such as automatic response support tools (direct feedback)
and peer assessment (indirect feedback), to ensure the most effective approach to the adaptive
fading support mechanism. Furthermore, scientific evidence shows that both self-assessment
(see Fastré et al. 2010, 2014) and peer assessment (see Panadero et al. 2013; Schunn et al.
2016) work better when the assessors receive clear criteria such as a rubric form on which to
base their assessment. Therefore, for a valid assessment it would be wise to provide students
with a list of criteria that should be taken into consideration for (adaptable) self-assessment and
peer-assessment during CABLe.
Conclusions and Future Research Agenda
We have argued that most of the available computer support systems for CABLe have been
designed for stimulating argumentation and interactive discussions among learners in a group
for acquiring a complex cognitive skill (i.e., first-order argument scaffolding). There is no
systematic evidence, and hence no knowledge, of whether such scaffolds can help students
acquire argumentation competence that can be transferred for dealing with new comparable
tasks (i.e., second-order argument scaffolding). We have also argued that the focus of computer
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support systems for CABLe should be expanded: from the study of first-order scaffolding
alone, to including the study of second-order scaffolding as well.
Both arguments above are based on the synthesis of a wealth of literature in this field, not
on the basis of profound empirical findings. For example, due to the general nature of
argumentation, which is apparent in linguistics, philosophy, psychology, and education, there
could be sparse empirical findings on second-order argument scaffolding which have not been
seen and reviewed by the authors of this manuscript. We therefore acknowledge that some of
our arguments are not empirically grounded, and we thus propose an empirical research
agenda for future research in this field as follows.
First, although we argued that second-order argument scaffolding is assumed to
include first-order argument scaffolding, this is not certain, and there is no empirical
evidence on this assumption. Therefore, empirical research is needed to see whether this
hypothesis would be confirmed or not. This could be realized through a quasi-
experimental setting in the area of natural sciences with four conditions as follows: (1)
no argument scaffolding as control group, (2) first-order argument scaffolding, (3)
second-order argument scaffolding, and (4) first- and second-order scaffolding. If our
arguments are confirmed through empirical study, educational designers and researchers
can then follow our practical approach to design and implement tools for second-order
argument scaffolding that can also include the first-order argument scaffolding.
Second, while some empirical findings (e.g., Kollar et al. 2014; Noroozi et al. 2013;
Stegmann et al. 2012) report positive effects of computer-supported argument scaffolding
with regard to argumentation knowledge and/or skills (see Wecker and Fischer 2014 for a
meta-analysis review), as yet there is no evidence, and hence no knowledge, of whether such
argument scaffolds can help students acquire argumentation competence that can be trans-
ferred by the students themselves to various learning tasks. It would be insightful to design
comparable computer-supported argument scaffolds and test them empirically with various
learning tasks in the same discipline, in order to see to what extent students can transfer their
acquired argumentation for application in similar situations. This could be realized through a
quasi-experimental setting with students who are confronted with solving different complex
tasks or dealing with various controversial issues over a period of a time in a specific
discipline. This could help us test the short-term and long-term transfer effects of the various
argument scaffolds for solving various argumentation tasks in the same discipline.
Third, this paper followed the design of the SToG (Fischer et al. 2013) to provide a practical
guideline that could facilitate the design and implementation of such computer-supported tools
for second-order argument scaffolding. We specifically explained that the process of acquiring
self-directed argumentation competence depends on proper diagnosis of the internal argumen-
tative scripts of the learners and provision of adaptive fading support. We proposed various
mechanisms for the diagnosis of the internal argumentative scripts of learners and provision of
adaptive fading support. It is yet unclear which of these mechanisms should be given priority,
and also to what extent these various mechanisms are consistent in an empirical setting.
Furthermore, it is not clear to what extent these mechanisms can be implemented from a
practical point of view in an ongoing CABLe situation. Therefore, we advise that future
empirical research in laboratory settings should focus on the implementation of, and consis-
tency among the outcomes of, various mechanisms for proper diagnosis of the internal
argumentative scripts of learners and provision of adaptive fading support accordingly. When
the outcomes of these mechanisms are positive then they could be extended to real educational
settings with direct practical relevance for educational practice.
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Fourth, we proposed to complement adaptive fading support using self-assessment, auto-
matic response tools, and peer assessment to make sure that the learners actually understand,
learn, and apply targeted argumentative activities as suggested by the external support. These
complementing approaches for adaptive fading support are not yet fully supported empirically.
For example, it is not clear how each of these complementing approaches influences the
internalization of external support (acquisition) and the application of the internal script
components (consolidation) in similar situations. Future research therefore needs to investigate
the extent to which various complementing approaches for adaptive fading influence the
acquisition and consolidation of the internal script components of students. This would not
only help us provide tailor-made feedback for individuals and groups of learners; it would also
clarify how, when, and under what conditions external support should be faded out to foster
internalization of external scripts (acquisition) and to secure self-directed acquisition and
application of the argumentation competence for consolidation of the internal scripts even
after the support is faded out.
Fifth and last, we proposed to combine various complementing approaches to safe-
guard the most effective mechanism for adaptive fading support for students during the
CABLe. This would require future empirical research to compare and contrast direct and
interaction effects of various fading conditions on development of the internal script,
acquisition of argumentation competence, and their transfer effects. Future research could
also investigate the mediating effects of the internal scripts on the impacts of various
fading conditions on acquisition and transfer of argumentation competence and complex
cognitive skill acquisition, in order to determine the most feasible and functional fading
condition for facilitation of students’ argumentation competence development during
CABLe as well as their transfer for application in similar situations as second-order
argument scaffolding. Quasi-experimental settings can be designed with various adaptive
fading support such as peer assessment, automatic response tools, and adaptable self-
assessment to test which one of these mechanisms help learners actually understand,
learn, and apply targeted argumentation activities in similar situations.
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